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A Note from the Editor
The girl on the cover is naked and vulnerable. She, like the artists and writers
within these pages, seeks to define herself. Through pens and brushes, they create
their own narratives and are brave enough to share these images and stories.
They are not limited by their personal and family struggles but instead rise to new
possibilities that emerge from creative thought. Art defines us. It pulls us away
from the mundane to a higher level where we can not just survive, but thrive.
Sophia Lord
Editor-In-Chief
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About Us

Published continuously since 2005, Elysium Magazine
is an annual publication designed to showcase student
creativity in both writing and art. This year’s staff is
comprised of members in grades 10-12 spanning 5
different academies. Elysium meets every Wednesday
after school from October to March as well as three
full weeks in April. All staff members are involved in
procuring, selecting, matching, designing, and proofing
the magazine. To reach a larger audience, all Elysium
publications are archived on elysiummagazine.com
along with programs and photos from past galas held at
Books and Books in Coral Gables. In this venue, various
artists, writers, actors, and musicians present dramatic
readings, art discussions, and musical performances.

Colophon
Volume 18 consists of 120 pages created on Lenovo
desktop computers using Adobe InDesign® CS5.5 and
Adobe Photoshop® CS5.5. The layout staff chose Modern
No. 20 as the cover font while the inside pages used Sitka
Display as the body font, Century Gothic for the author’s
name, and Modern No. 20 for the titles. The pages were
printed on 80 lb gloss white paper while the cover was
printed on 100 lb white linen. Rodes Printing Inc. located
in Miami, Florida published 200 full-color perfect-bound
copies, 140 of which were distributed free of charge to the
students of the school on a first-come, first-served basis,
with copies being reserved for teachers upon request.
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Special Thanks

To ensure that the magazine is representative of the
creative work of the entire school, staff is selected
from across the many academies. In October, the
editor-in-chief and adviser select the staff based on a
personal interview, portfolio, and the student’s ability
to evaluate an unknown piece of art or literature.
To further ensure fairness, submissions are judged
anonymously and identified by only an ID number. The
literary staff reviews and evaluates pieces in solitude
and later discuss pieces in a group. Selections are based
on style, distinctive theme, and overall quality. Finally,
the layout staff teaches InDesign to the staff. Each
staff member is responsible for creating three spreads.

We would like to extend our appreciation to Mr. Scott
McKinley, Coral Reef’s visual arts teacher, for his artistic
guidance and to our principal, Thomas P. Ennis, for his
continuous support of the magazine. Thank you to Mitch
Kaplan who has hosted us at the Books & Books venue in
Coral Gables since 2009. We would like to thank all of the
students of Coral Reef Senior High for submitting.

Philosophy

This magazine was founded with the intent to showcase
the beauty of the relationship between art and literature.
What sets Elysium apart is that we endeavor to
represent the entirety of our student body. Additionally,
the staff seeks to establish ties with the community,
recognize talent, teach elements of professional
design and layout, and perpetuate print media.
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Halcyon | Isabel Castanada| Gloss Medium With Acrylic
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I

n linguistics, an accidental gap

(a word that breath cannot form
in some language
but can be elegized in another)
is called a lacuna
(e.g.
in Spanish, tocayas are sisters
only by their matching names,
yet there is no English word
for those who split one soul as such)
an unfilled emptiness
stemmed from the Latin lacus,
(for lake, a cavity in the earth
without a translation from liquid to
land)
an umbrella definition for the many things
that occur in a space
no word can enter
(the smell of citrus oil paint in the sunlight of a lukewarm winter
the slick of hair dye on the thin plastic of food preparation gloves
the sound of humming in the kitchen without an audience
the glow of your smile that buzzes just beneath my skin)
when language, too explicit
dims the brightness of their presence.
(but I will try to play at the art
of capture anyways, to begin a bridge across these waters).
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WINTER
SUNRISE
CATERINA DONG

Winter Fog in Peru | Katherine Larroche| Digital Photography
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S

oon the sun will trace its way back to its hiding place

and suffocate in the grasps of winter’s tendrils
the earth will cease to spin in the absence of her lover,
and weep into her axis crooked
shone down on with sunshine pity
the winter will come, unforgiving and hard,
like the stiff sole of a polished shoe
pressing its cold breath against the warm flesh
of the soft and delicate earth
hardening her into his bequeathed throne
but – for now, the winter is a sheep’s breath away
and the earth and sun are suspended in an endless tango
their orbits hopelessly, incalculably entangled
she sweeps her gauzy sundress across her latitude,
brushing it against his rays as they swing and sway in
the breathless haze of spring, each into the other
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and – for now, she dreams of him tenderly
every day, when she picks her sweet sunflowers,
her fingers intrinsically twist them into a crown
for him only to bear; when she discovers a
careless ladybug, she caresses it in her bosom
for him only to touch, for what more
than to watch him beam in surprise,
wastefully absorbing his deluxe radiance

soon – his splendid rays will cease to shine on her face
her sunflowers will wither solemnly, the
ladybugs will turn on their spotted backs, she
will learn that her core is made from solid
soon – she will face the frigid reality
she was destined to suffer winter’s desecration
but – for now, the earth and sun titillate magically
in the sultry spring air, their eyes closed in pure
bliss, unseeing the oncoming slaughter of winter.
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EAU DE PARFUM
ABRIL MACHO
It always comes back to the smell of vanilla scented perfume.
And my grandmother.
My memories of her are like plump peaches, full and sickly sweet.
She was always singing. I found comfort in the
broken sound of her rusty voice. In the uneven notes and jolting pitch.
If you followed the music you would see her
in some room of the house
with her eyelids closed. Smiling.
Tell me to describe happiness and I will send you that image of my grandmother.
With time, or maybe without it, her mind began to slip.
My name. My father’s birthday. My brother’s age.
I like the idea of her mind slipping. Just a momentary mistake.
Let me pretend that all of this is temporary.
I want to cement her into the backbone of a poem.
Push her story through the spaces between letters
until I can reconstruct the person she used to be.
Then I could have something tangible,
something to hold,
to remember.
Look at how she is right in front of me
and yet I speak of her as if she is gone.
I guess I’m saying I want something that will
erase her current dulled out state.
She never did belong in the muted grey room of
the nursing home.
The smell of chemicals
such a harsh contradiction
to her sugary perfume.
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Dorothy | Ava Purce | Acrylic
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Mundane| Gabriella Torres | Acrylic
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LIMITED
THAT THESE FAMILY PHOTOS ARE

ABIGAIL THIELEN

After Lights | Alex Hernandez |PVC Expanded Sheet

-and not because my family

and how

is no longer whole

(was it visible or invisible?)

or my parents no longer intertwine their

-the seam ripper had gently plucked away
their love,

fingers out of habit
or my sister’s eyes no longer
glimmer with that same curiosity
of a rosy-cheeked, fuzzy-headed infant
When Mom and Dad were first in love
nothing visible nor invisible could
tear them apart
those fingers,
pale and tan, interlocked
seamlessly.
Looking at their hands now,
I only see frayed edges.
loose thread fell to the ground
some time in the sweetness of youth.
I interrogated this photograph,
age and tears had faded its glossy coating
the corners folded like the crease

the lost string left holes in the weak fabric
that held my family together
When I take this photo down now
and examine the faded pink-printed
date on its back, it is never so I can say
Here are my parents happily in love with
their first child,
nor my mom and dad
faithful and emotionally aligned,
nor the seamless fabrics connected as one,
But to tell myself that
Their meager, mismatched scraps were
Connected by straight pins,
And my mother was always
One to pose for the camera,
And the thread will not be found,
And here I am

between my mother’s brows
its pigment faded like the dark
brown of my father’s hair
and I wondered when-

A novice seamstress.
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STATUES
DANIELA HERNANDEZ-GIL
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I was raised on myths of possessed statues.
My mother, a devout Catholic, always scolded my younger cousins for
scaring me with their horrid fantasies, but when I was alone I swore
that Gaitana’s eyes followed me. Bloody head in one extended arm, axe
in the other, her hands were transfixed on glory, and her mouth was
drunk on freedom. Her iron body lay rigid, but as I grew older her
limbs loosened and relaxed until she welcomed me with comfort.
La Gaitana.
A scorned mother who murdered and drove out hordes of Spanish
conquistadors, she welcomes me home under the shade of this very
mango tree.
She is alive.
Her cries flow through my veins and her tears swell through
my hands; she welcomes me home. I have spoken to her in
dreams with lost color, but to have her in the flesh would
be the ultimate accolade. I would ask her about her fears,
her worries, her legacy to the Colombian people, an old
friend basking in veneration. Did she know that she would
lead revolutions? Did she know that she would lead me?
I want to know what lies beyond her fixed braids; I want
her to teach me. La Gaitana has led insurrections beyond the
grave; she has watched centuries of pain, but her triumph is set.
Now she is more than iron and fire.

My grandfather, Eladio Gil - Zambrana, the sculptor of the statue
pictured here, was an artist and poet. Born in Andalucia, Spain,
he moved to Colombia where he was a professor of fine arts. He
made it his life’s mission to tell the story of the native peoples
through sculpture and prose.
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INK

NATHALIE ACOSTA

to walk endlessly upside down on that woolly cloud cover
a frivolous escape from subtle menacing mundanities.
a blinding, deafening room that grasps my arm
my insides quiver yet externally i am forcefully held in place; perfectly still
to cut off my wings in a seemingly flightless world
an authoritative bellow of where my extremities lay.
ouch, i express mentally, as yellowed, chipped teeth that reek of cigars bite into my arm
their rough tongues graze my short hairs and leave burns in their wake
these vultures in rectangular motions above with beady eyes
that even within convey more humanity.
a numbed state of mind and tingling fingers with bitten nails, i exert my eyes to see
teeth marks; waves rushing through my veins until i bleed black
walking corpses that reek of elegant perfume laced with just a dash of absurdism
even in these lines i must conform and be soundless.
the ink emanates as i catch a glint that reflects my gradually sinking face
i wheeze profoundly yet noiselessly, attempting to catch my breath in my exasperated state
meekly stretching my pallid fingers to trace circles in the heavens
the only way to feel boundless; i n f i n i t e.
my back arches as my mouth, still ajar, hastily desiccates
a forced beam that stretches the wrinkles on my face
i sold my soul to a little man in an pitch-black coat
or perhaps a tall lady in a frilly, milky dress.
a contemplation of my monochrome surroundings with a stoic face
my letter blocks are replaced with piled papers that i must compute, they tell me
a ghost that leaves splotches of ink in my wake
yet the only person i am haunting is myself.
24

Comics | Arianna Villamizar | Ink Print
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Up and Away | Miranda Morisette | Mixed Media

A COLOR OF
THE SEA
Inspired by A Color of the Sky by Tony Hoagland

LAYLA GONZALEZ
Windy today and I feel more than brilliant,
feet sailing over the rarely dry dock.
There may be areas the sunlight doesn’t quite touch,
gold missing from the walkway,
but no matter! Simply walk faster,
through the wood and on top of it.
With more purpose, I make my way
over the winding wooden path. I ignore
yet another call; it can wait.
I’d much rather stay among my thoughts for a little while longerLinger in another patch of sun just a moment moreWith this warmth waltzing across my skinMay I have another dance?
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Otherwise, it’s autumn, and everything is blue
the mangroves disperse, and the dock gives way:
to ocean
to salt
to sea breeze
And the taste! One of adventure,
a promise of new beginnings,
and the bite of the creeping cold is but a color of the sea.

Last night I dreamed of a new color.
I’m certain that I saw it, if only in my mind’s eye.
It was every pleasant color, swirled together until perfection,
and smelled like the ocean before me.
Wave after wave, forming and dissolving,
the butterfly effect ad infinitum,
watching until I grew dizzy and bored
of the unlimited introspection the vast horizon prompted me to feel.

What I thought was my end turned out to be my renewal.
What I thought was a desert turned out to be an ocean.
What I thought was missing, I had all along. Wisdom, and yet,

Nature’s wistfulness matches mine.
The weather’s been toying with me all week;
I brace for the cold,
as I long for the warmth
of an irrational embrace sheltering from the elements.
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INFINITY MINUS ONE
STEPHANIE WOOLLEY- LARREA

30

There are infinity days, aren’t there? my son asks, attempting to count that high, frustrated that one
million does not come directly after one hundred and ten. Yes, there are, I say, which I know is the easy
way out. I cannot guarantee this, knowing what I know. I tell him there are, because I want him to be
right, as much as I want it to be true.
I knew there were infinity days, I just knew it, he says, leaning back in his car seat with the kind of smug
satisfaction I had back when I was four, back when I could figure out everything. I let the music play out
beneath us, and I think I’m safe, positive he won’t ask me to sign anything legally binding, assuring him
that his days are, in fact, not numbered.
But wait, he says, leaning into my sightline in the rearview mirror. What is the number before infinity? It’s
an excellent question. If time is infinite, and space is infinite, shouldn’t there be a place which is finite and
drops off, a line between now and forever?
I don’t know, I say, searching my memory of science fiction and math. I’m sorry to disappoint
him, knowing it won’t be the last time. That’s okay, he says, looking out
the window, I’m sure it’s something really high.
Yes, I am sure that it is.

Lairo Cairn | Eva Rovira | Digital Photo
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Cactus| Brandon Bajos | Marker, Ink, Acrylic , and Gloss Medium

Leaf | Brandon Bajos | Marker, Ink, Acrylic , and Gloss Medium
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Flood | Sofia De La Torre | Latex Paint

ABRIL MACHO
The day I was sick
you placed a cold hand atop my brow,
feeling the warmth of my forehead,
and brought me a glass of milk.
You told me your mother
would always give you a glass of milk
on the days you didn’t feel well.
Up until you were 13, you were convinced it was magic.
Years later though, you still believed in its power.
I never told you that I hated the taste of milk
and its texture which was always too thick.
But it was such a sweet thing to do
I downed the entire glass
from brim to bottom
in just one sip.
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the smell of dew
drips off an april breath
to soak deep into the bone
of the budding earth
the crystal droplets
trickle to the core
pools of sunbeam swallowed
in this kiss of life
and
spring is still a perhaps hand
nudging its veins through topsoil
the stems of morning glory
an illumination of dawn
our irises bloom towards
the gilt of this horizon
a hopeful inhale
for all this gold to stay
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Face to Face| Nia Paz | Digital Photography
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SOPHIA LORD
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Friendship | Dalayni Etienne| Gouache

It was just before my seventh birthday

The excuses changed the next three

when my mother left. I remember my

times she was taken away. No one spoke the

father’s feeble attempt to conceal the true

truth, no one needed to. Everything before

reason for her departure.

then could not have been closer to perfection.

“She’s on vacation,” was all that he could

My early childhood was sprinkled in sweets:

muster, his eyes averting mine.

sweet memories, sweet foods. Once my mother

Life was different for the six weeks she

returned, there was not much we agreed on.

was gone, but no difference compared to that The weight I felt on my shoulders pulled us
of her return. During her absence, my father apart, and our relationship was now like her
tried to fill her shoes, but he struggled with favorite chocolate recipe: semi-sweet.
the enormity of the task. I grew up quickly.
The boxed cookies I placed on the table were
not comparable to my mother’s, but my father
admired the gesture. He looked up to me, he
still does. Although I could not be the grand
pillar my father needed to lean on, I tried. I
wished to bring normalcy to our home and

She remarked, one day after
baking a particularly good batch of chocolatechip cookies, “I used to eat these almost
every day when I was pregnant with you.”
She said it’s why I grew up to be so sweet.
She reminisced as she bit into the chocolatey

my younger sister. My mother eventually dessert and shared stories of more poignant
returned, but things were never the same. times before the darkness descended.
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During such moments, no pain or

her. I sought refuge and I found it in the

illness could taint the time we spent together

arts. Thinking back, my love of literature

eating our saccharine confections. We

and imagery was always there. As a child, I

eventually grew apart, especially as I fell

climbed onto my roof at night to gaze at the

into hobbies that consumed much of my

stars. Journal in hand and nothing but the

day. I spent most of my free time at school.

streetlights for illumination, I wrote stories.

My second home became a classroom in

Sketched. Doodled.

the corner of my school where the literary
and art magazine staff met. I spent my days
helping others share their stories. I never
shared mine, but there, in that corner, I
knew that I could. I fell in love with hearing
the stories of others; it was my escape from
reality. I read, I wrote, but mostly, I escaped.
“Art is dead,” she retorted. “Why don’t
you learn something practical?”
I was never hurt by those remarks.

As I got older, my mother and I
rekindled our bond. While we still agreed
on few issues and argued on most, we never
hesitated to take a moment—just the two of
us—to sit down and enjoy some cookies, or
rather, to enjoy each other. In a moment of
silence and sweetness, I learned that I no
longer hoped to change my story; I realized
my story is valuable, even if it is bittersweet.

I knew that she just missed me. In a way it
was true, I felt I had abandoned all, all but

41

COALESCENCE

ANIK WILLIG

he spoke in subtle soliloquies
as whispers danced on the edge of his tongue
I took notice of the streaks of caramel along his skin,
ebony tresses placed along the linings of his skull,
and smells of cashmere and citrus and memories of us and laughs like drips of raindrops
on warm afternoon concrete --- while I dreamt of him in color
of subdued cerulean and muted lemon yellows
and regarded him in the melodies of his movements
as calloused hands brushed mine, rough
like the fabric he wore over his chest
and the threads he spun across my consciousness
enveloping me in the thoughts and scents and dreams and tastes
of him
relishing in the familiarity of his adoration
that he oh so kindly seems to supply --
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Reckless | Alyssa Goosby | Acrylic
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Butterflies Chasing Flowers| Cindy Wang | Chinese Ink and Pigment Powder

LAO LAO

CATERINA DONG
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o

f all things

it was the smell
distinct, nostalgic, heavy

they swell towards the heat
and as we walk in, they
bow to us in deference

with past lives mixed into
skeletons of crushed cigarettes
puffs of motorcycle fumes, and
a slight southern sea wind
with lingering traces of sweet and sour
a delicate balance of blooming peonies & human sweat

i stumble as we walk up the stairs
and almost give in to the fall but
in this ghost town, no one notices

kuai yi dian she says, and i keep going
when we finally reach the door
i can smell her hesitancy as her hand

in this foreign land i call home
i am a stranger tracing back my roots
through venerable palaces and endless family trees
as we climb out of the taxi,

softly grips the bitter door handle
as if asking for permission
that’s how they used to do it
90 years later, have things really changed?

the hot air and its mistress of scent
greet us eagerly; they guide us to our destination
under the blazing path of the round yolk sun
dripping into the silky white sky
a burning egg omelette - ji dan bing
i taste it in my mouth and in my bones

my mom greets my grandmother
and i stand there in between
years of history love sacrifice joy hardship
my naivety crumbles completely
it spills over and out
like the tea leaves brewed into junshan cha
that fall apart when burned, disintegrating onto the

the lotus green building shows sign of wear
but its ancient tile walls remain
untouched by human flesh and hearts alike
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rusted linoleum floor, etching itself
between the tiles worn in by the slow,
steady footsteps of my grandmother

the silent killer they say, the one that
eats away at your brain but not your soul
still, when my mother caresses her mother’s
face and asks her who she is

yong na, yong gang, yong jie
she finds her daughter from the pile of scorched names
blessed to live and die, born in a generation of
poverty, determined to rise to anything
but; when my mother sees her forget,
i know she too is crumbling inside
my mother grips her hand tightly
as if holding on to her will keep her there forever
roles reversed, she takes her mother into the bathroom
and gently sits her down like a fragile child
when she begins to wash her flossy hair
i know my mother is letting the water run down her face
so the tears can flow freely and soak themselves
into her mother’s wrinkled, timeless skin

i turn away out of respect
there is nothing more i can do
in this land of strangers who look like me,
of food which tastes so unfamiliarly nostalgic,
of language that stifles my native tongue,
a grandmother who doesn’t know my name

but at least i know hers

Lao Lao
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Endless Luminosity | Valentino Bornancini | Photograph
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BETWEEN
THE
SHADOW
AND
THE
SOUL
MICHELLE HUANG
i pretend not to care for the flavor of sleep
its aftertaste clinging, frayed
coarse, like the cotton of smoke
or steel wool that dries the tip of our tongues
but it is holy pomegranate
the drowned wine of a god i say i do not believe in
your quiet a mouthful of hopeful snow
to remind me that this
this is
our magnum opus
because in the morning
i
i will
i will taste
i will taste cedar and sunrise and you
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I am eight years old, hiding in my mother’s closet.
The television is too loud, the carpet too soft.
A book rests on my lap, unopened.
He yells and a door slams shut.
I see my mother’s shoes between the gap of the closet door
And the white carpet.
Her footsteps burn lines into the wood for a moment before she too, leaves.

XIMENA CARRERA OVALLE

PAPERBOUND

I am ten years old, holding my sister’s hand.
The chairs are too hard, the air too hot.
The laces of my shoes are undone.
My sister’s head is on my shoulder.
The heavy door is locked shut, shielding us from the arguments in the other room.
She plays with the arrow on my finger.
My hands are too big for the ring to fit right. She puts it on anyway.
I am twelve years old, sitting in the front seat of my dad’s car.
The road is too empty, streetlights too bright.
Papers and hair ties litter the floor below.
He drives quickly, blurring the palm trees beside us.
The wind pushes my curls back, and his laughter fills the car.
He tells me he loves me, even if he’s not my father.
I hug his arm as he drives us back home.
I am fourteen years old, singing with my brother.
The music is too fast, the guitar too violent.
Splintered drumsticks lie on the blue pillowcase.
He jumps around his room for my entertainment.
The door is barely open, allowing the heavy metal to tiptoe through the halls.
He asks me to dance.
My feet stumble over themselves, tripping over thin air.
I am sixteen years old, sitting on my bed.
The pillows are soft, the blanket warm.
A book rests on my lap, a bookmark in the middle of its spine.
Pieces of tape line its edges.
My sister is in her room, playing video games with my brother.
The door is wide open, hearing the sound of my mother’s laughter.
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The pen in my hand forgets my father.
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Gabriel | Tiffany Ma | Gouache

A senior and an artist, Laura Gonzalez is accustomed to change. Born in
Barranquilla, Colombia, she moved to the United States and developed a lengthy
portfolio with strong variety and in 2019 was awarded a Scholastic Gold medal for
her concentration on discarded stuffed animals. Some felt it was sinister; some felt
it was moving; regardless, in this conversation she details her inspiration, the shifts
in her artwork, and why she has learned to pay less attention to what people think
of her teddy bears.
You have art featured in this edition of Elysium
and in past editions. We are curious as about your
own personal philosophy and how it is expressed
in your art.

You’re not moved by creating shock value; you’re
more concerned with displaying realities, correct?

METANOIA

I tend to start with a
Well, a lot of people
different style. If you look
project their own
at most of my work,
emotions when it
it doesn’t fall under
comes to my work
a strict movement; I go
because I show teddy
from sketches to acrylic
bears and Mickey and
pieces to abstract prints.
Barney, but all these
I am open to different
pieces are about parts
by Daniela Hernandez-Gil
materials and I don’t like
of myself, all about
conforming to a specific
pieces in my life.
subject matter. When it
comes to the philosophy of my artwork, the deeper When you say it’s a part of your life, where do you

An interview with
Laura Gonzalez

meaning, I like looking at objects and places of things, place yourself in time: past, present, or future?
painting the foreground and ignoring the background.
What matters is the now; what I want to show you Well, the pieces right now are stages of my own life,
is the inanimate objects that you usually ignore. cycles. I love psychology and a lot of these pieces are
based on Erikson’s stages of psychosocial development.
I took those ideas of things you need to develop into the
What inspired this move to inanimate objects?
next stage. The stuffed animals are the ones I used to
play with. There is a progression of the toys I started off
Actually, it started last year when I had to take AP
with, the ones I accrued along the way after the move
from Colombia and the last ones I started collecting.
2-D design. I had to do a portfolio, twelve pieces of
one constructed idea. I went to Chile last year, and
Can you explain that move and its impact?
while I was walking on the street, I saw this huge
I moved to Miami when I was seven. There was a
pile of trash. It became my concentration last year;
they were just cans placed together to create space. It huge cultural shift when I moved from having a
big family to just my mother and me. The things
was shock value for me because living here in Miami
that brought me comfort were my dolls and stuffed
you’re not used to seeing so much waste in one
animals, the same ones in my artwork. Most of
area- it’s more hidden. I took one picture and from
my artwork comes from me. I don’t think the move
that I had twelve paintings. It inspired this year’s
necessarily led me to create or showcase anything
concentration. I took those ideas and changed the
differently because I was so young, but, at the same
subject matter from cans to toys.
time, the move obviously changed my life.
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Do you think your art has the capacity to change
people’s perspectives?
My artwork is subtle. Some people project their own
emotions; it’s what makes them say, “Oh, that’s
creepy,” or “Oh, that’s great.” I don’t think it changes
their minds, but it makes them wonder what I’m
trying to say. When you see stuffed animals, you
usually think that it’s cute or childish, but the way
I paint them, they look sinister or scary. They evoke
different emotions.
We have some pieces that aren’t from your
concentration featured in the magazine, like the
portrait of the woman and the mangoes. Those
reflect different sentiments. How do you think
those differ?
Well, I was younger and I really liked to draw
faces and experiment with techniques, but you can
still tell it’s me. I love experimenting with color
and perspectives and space. I think the change in
techniques comes with exploring and maturity. It
changed how I laia things out and how I view things.
Does that explain the shift in your acceptance of
how people viewed your art?
I used to feel very insecure about whether or not
people liked my artwork at gallery events. I wanted
everyone to look and say that my piece was their
favorite, but through my artwork I had to let go
of how other people viewed it. I focused on why it
mattered to me. I’m being personal.
What would you tell younger artists who want to
experiment and do something different?
To be a better artist you have to be able to make
yourself uncomfortable. Every great artist felt
uncomfortable. You must let go of your fear of not
being the best. Once you realize that you can never
be the best, you can never be perfect, that’s when you
create perfection.
Art Pieces in the order shown:
Top: Industry vs. Inferiority, Acrylic
Middle: My First Love, Acrylic
Bottom: Eighth Grade, Acrylic
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WELCOME
Lime kisses drip from the mango trees as
laughter melts into the humid air in la plaza.
Cobblestones are jagged, years of steps run through these walls;
paint chips hold the whispers of lost romances.
This is the world, full of color and apathy, the heat quelling even the most
fringing concerns.
Smell petrol.
See maracuya.
My uncles read books on benches and my aunts cook arepas.
Cartagena.
My heart.
You are the city that refuses to see me. I get lost in the labyrinth of narrow streets with broken
titles. The names of your taxi drivers escape me, my aunts revel in the shame. I am American
but I am not. No one can own me. Please take me as your own. Do not let the stone walls blind
you, do not let your broken history stop the dances. I have lived here once, I have lived here
one hundred years. My mother sang in these streets, I have cried on your balconies. You
are my home, I know your heart although I may not know who your mayor was four
years ago. But I know you love me. Your brown oceans are littered with my hugs,
the waves are my favorite embrace. So now when I am in the plaza, next
to an old conquistador who will never know my middle name, I
feel at home with the lime kisses and mango trees.

DANIELA HERNANDEZ-GIL
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My Mangos | Laura Gonzalez | Acrylic on Wood
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Plain | Brianna Marshall | Graphite

ST. ELIZABETH S OUND
DANIELLE NEIL

T

he spicy fragrance of curry
goat wafted from the stove,
my father watching it
with generous intent. The
sounds of “Buffalo Soldier,” “Is This Love,”
then “Hilly and Gully Ride” played from the
speakers next to him as he swayed his hips in
the same fashion that he stirred his wooden
spoon. Sundays were for gospel, but this was
Saturday, reggae day: I would spend my
day surrounded by the steady beat of island
drum and the all-too-familiar rasp of Bob
Marley’s voice.
“Jamaicans must kno’ how fi’ hold
wa’ riddim,” my father always told me.
And maybe it was because of him, because
Jamaican sounds are rooted in inhumane
journeys across the Atlantic, singing to
endure hard days of toiling under the
blistering heat of sun, that my days became
rhythms, that my world is filled with sounds.
It’s why I dream of the sound of breeze
whisking across my grandmother’s tin roof,
the tempo of waves crashing against my
uncle’s fishing boat.

My world of sound has taught me
that every parents’ favorite phrase might be
true, with a bit of slight modification: what
goes in one ear may go out the other, but it
then travels into the ears of another waiting
to listen. It has rooted in me a love for
listening, a love for words, things people can
move to, connect with. It’s embedded within
me a passion to use my voice, and to make
others’ voices heard: to create things that
others can listen to and learn from.
With sound—Jamaican sound—
the framework of my mind, memories of
listening follow me from the delightful jingle
of an approaching Korean subway, to the
sound of the first G-chord I played on my
guitar. Because of Jamaican sounds, I hope
to show others the power of that which
is heard. Then, along with Bob Marley’s
classics, I will be able to listen to new
sounds, the powerful sounds of adversity
and triumph. Ardent, I can then help others
cultivate their own voices, to make noise in
the settings they wish, whether this be in
politics or their own lyrics.
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Song | Dalayni Etienne | Gouache

Creator | Dalayni Etienne | Gouache
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PHOENIX
NATHALIE ACOSTA
today i swallowed the rising sun. i was
reborn among a valley of lavender tulips
a scent wafting in the air thicker
than blood. a sly smile spreads across the
unmasked visage; an ignorant forest fire at
my heels that licks my eyes; opened doors.
fragments of my thoughts dissipate into ashes.
a wilted barrier; only sometimes weeds that
smell of shadows pester in the absence of facility.
sunshine drops are the smiles of the infinite
but unknowingly incinerate the restricted.
venomous tears cause seemingly closed eyes

Purple Melody | Laura Gonzalez | Oil Paint

when you love yourself. is the human experience
truly the expansion of your own character,
the outward manifestation of your spirit? they
tell me you go to hell if you’re on fire. if so,
condemn me to burn out only after i’ve been put out.
an inner fire brands my soul of gratefulness.
i scratched at the inner surface of my skin with
ivory claws surrounded by plum petals of springtime.
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HOMEMADE
BUNDLES
MINERVA CHEUNG
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Dinner with Nainai | Tiffany Ma | Acrylic
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It starts with my brother’s

In the next hour, the filling bowl

bottomless stomach. When he checks the

would gradually empty, its contents used

freezer and comes back empty-handed,

to stuff the delicate skins. Sometimes

with a mother’s intuition, mamá takes out

laughter rang out, jiejie’s inexperienced

the chopping board. Fondly, papá starts

attempts being celebrated. Sometimes

preparing the choi. I help my sister, my

companionable silence reigned, broken

jiejie, clear the dinner table. We gather

only by papá bringing flavorful treats

and everyone washes their hands. With

fresh off the wok to keep our bellies full.

flour swirling in the air and hands lightly

As a child, I loved our little tradition.

dusted, I sit down in my seat to begin the
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process. From my hands travel a circle

As a preteen in middle school,

of dough, its edges wet, to a plate, our

I saw it less and less. My brother was

makeshift lazy Susan. Mamá picks it up

swiftly off to college, hours away. My

and fills it with a spoonful of goodness.

sister often went out with her friends,

She swiftly folds and pinches, forms a

uninterested in staying home to babysit.

plump dumpling, and sets it down in

My dad ran his business in Panamá, deep

one of the baking pans. It takes seconds.

in the jungle of Darién, surrounded by mi

In those seconds, I had three more skins

gente, the people of my latin childhood.

ready, two of which went to my siblings.

My mom, exhausted from long shifts, did

In my sister’s hands, the dough became a

not deserve any of my childish complaints

spoonful of filling and suffered through

about food cravings. Therefore, I became

a clumsy massage. My brother, my gege,

used to seeing the store-bought potsticker

was no better.

packages in our freezer.

Highschool came for me and so

I still handle the circles of dough first,

did a slew of changes. Papá moved to the

wetting their edges. Sometimes though,

United States, mom had time to relax

I end up making my own dumplings too,

with my sister nearing the end of college,

tucking and folding alongside my siblings.

and my brother moved back. In a few
years, my sister is back as well, and now I
finally see our beloved tradition again.

“Look!” I say, proud of the little
bundles my longer fingers can now
properly shape. There are laughs, deep

“Can we make dumplings?” my

chuckles from my dad, high snickers from

sister now pleads with childish fervor,

my brother and sister because I still have

suffering withdrawal from her stint at

a long way to go. In the end, the table is a

college. Dad laughs, indulgently, and goes

mess of flour and filling.

to prepare the ingredients with cheer but
extreme prejudice.

Many things have changed since
my childhood, each one teaching me

“This meat is too fat!” he says,
still used to the lean, natural panamanian
counterpart. Laidback, mamá is content
to keep everyone hydrated and fed while
everyone else frets about the details.
“Drink more water!” rings out,
while my brother and sister tuck and fold.

something different. Despite all the
differences, I find that our dumplings still
taste the same. They still have a salty tang
and a chewy yet soft texture. Each still
melts in our mouths and are best paired
with soy sauce. Every time I eat one, I still
taste home.
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Correlate | David Cruz | Ink

AN EMIGRANT’S
LANGUAGE
Inspired by “Emigrant Letters”
by Eavan Boland

ARIELLE ARCHER
That morning, in my place of birth, my homeland,
I stood alone in the center of our courtyard
Hearing the flutters of the hummingbirds
And the resonating clang of pots and pans from the cook.
A familiar Haitian voice broke this trance:
My nanny. She packed my bags for my new destination and said farewell.
In response, my voice deepened and my versatile tongue slowed.
Skipped consonants, omitted vowels, lack of articulation.
Creole: a mixed language of French and African descent.
I, a mixed child of French and Caribbean descent.
I entered the imposing residence
And a maternal voice caught my attention:
French. Higher pitch, articulation, accents, and emphasis.
In reply, I noticed this and the presence of the R-sound
As they rolled from my throat and slid off my tongue.
Imitating both French and Haitian accents:
An immediate and adaptable reflex I acquired by the age of four.
My voice would shift to accommodate my listener.
Yet my young mouth was unaware of an incoming inhabitant.
Another language: English. Another accent: American.
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The Lady in Rose | Laura Gonzalez | Acrylic

FROM THE PAINTING
“FIGURE AT THE WINDOW”
BY SALVADOR DALI
Modeled on: “From the Painting back From Market” by Chardin

MANUEL CORTES
Motionless at the window’s edge,
Her curls overlap a midsummer’s dress,
Whose ambience is felt through the draping curtains
And into the sea. Among the waves,
a ship perseveres with the wind’s flow.
Her face, turned away, as if to remove
Any indication of a love once felt,
But now forgotten as the Cadaqués becomes
A distancing memory. A saying I once heard
Encapsulates the dying blue of the ocean’s skySolace, once found, manifests the foundation
From which to reflect on the past’s future actions.
The sea grows narrower as her eyes reach its horizon;
A place inescapable even by the most
Nominal thoughts.
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Messy Skies | Pamela Silveyra | Acrylic
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Opposites | Brianna Marshall | Graphite
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The Floral Illusion | Cindy Wang | Chinese ink and pigment powder

SYNTHESIS
DANIELA CASILLAS
They married in September of 1997.
Diana was dead. Monica was in the White
House.
Grandfather refused to go.
Good Jewish daughters do not marry men of
his kind
and disappoint their family, he said.
He was too poor to say he loved her. She
lived in
an apartment where the dining room and
kitchen were separated
by walls. A mahogany door. His father was in
prison. He paid the
water bill or the electric bill, not both. God
no, never both.

The space between the pews seemed larger
to her. Breathe.
She will have three daughters by the time the
decade is done.
His Catholic parents felt odd in the
synagogue. Breathe.
Their things will be shipped in boxes to
America in one year.
Zeide is glad she is marrying him; he was
better than the boy her mother married.
Breathe.
I love you.
I love you, too.
Tiny murmurs under the chuppah.
Circle him seven times. I love you.

I imagine my father in a black suit he
borrowed.

Drink the wine of her ancestors. Last week
they drank the tequila of his.

It’s too big for his small stature and skinny
frame from twenty years of skipped
breakfasts.

Give her platinum eternity. I love you.

He has gelled hair. On his right wrist is an
inherited watch that looks stolen.

Drink the wine again, whisper I love you
again. You started to love her
after the third day. God, she looks beautiful.

There’s a single plait in mom’s hair. Her dress
was new but didn’t look like it.
Her father is not there.
Her makeup was done by her frantic mother,
who was scared to see
Break the covered glass. You love her.
her only daughter go. She pretended not to
Mazel tov.
notice.
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PALIMPSEST
ABIGAIL THIELEN
I read the poems she wrote for you
(they were beautiful)
and I wonder if all you give me is a rework,
a palimpsest of your heart.
But I’ve come to the conclusion
that I would accept it in any case,
for your love is the rarest of its kind.
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Blondsett | Abdullah Fakhri | Acrylic paint
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St Peter’s Basilica | Matthew Gonzalez | Oil pastel
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St Peter’s Dome | Matthew Gonzalez | Oil Pastel
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My grandmother died as a stranger to me -A death my mother could barely take
Cancer incarcerating like the fire of her soul
A daughter jumping on a bed at the hour of the end
The strength of a family’s knot
Loosened.
Five years to be a daughter,
One cannot know how to begin.
Looking at her frame
As it caresses her face,
The closest thing to an embrace that we can give.
We stare at the woman of the birds,
In a city of colosseums you turn round.
And what rains down was far from rain,
But the flight of freedom.
Her arms of feathers.
How I wish that is how she is captured,
Like a photo from heaven -A divine figure combusting with laughter,
As her memory brings wet eyes.
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How to never know
What having a mother is like,
As my mother raised me in her false image.
To hear her whisper:
Remember me.
Yet her mouth moves without a sound
Not even giving the satisfaction of a soft puff of breath.
Nevertheless, her name lives on
Breathed in every call of mine:

Natasha Ariela Miguelez.
I stand as a tribute to her,
Branded by this adored being, maintaining her memory on this plane of existence.
As my mother holds me against her breast,
I can feel her heartbeat yearn for that of her mother.
For the same comfort she gives to me,
As I cry for her.
For her loss.

We look up to the sky, and hope that my grandmother is able to fly.
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Ethereal | Sara Johnson | Digital Photography
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the blue moon whispers melodies in my ear in singed darkness
these abrupt songs dissipate just as hastily
shooting stars in broad daylight
an insatiable thirst to detail each of its intricate veins until my mind spirals once more
i must admit that sometimes i am hollow and untruthful
stubborn and unusually cruel, lost to the waves of woe
yet the shoreline has long been reached
can one blame the black-hearted dog for its ghostly past?

maybe then i will be brimful, perhaps an unforeseen cheerful

NATHALIE ACOSTA

YOUR GIFT

therefore i shall continue to sing these memories throughout my void
thronged with what was and what could have been, only my mind’s house is a little bit
lonelier than expected
my clothes are ripped off to reveal metal and bolts
my existence persists but so does yours in the cracks of my clay
nighttime yells out to an insufferable silence

and the teardrops slip, formed in irregular shapes and patterns that confess my insides
gray wolves are lonely gray wolves
irrational hope or indispensable fear?
once in a blue moon, i will remember you and i will consent to the dictator that is emotion
my drinks are spiked with regret and my bed creaks with silence
the facade is let out of its cage of shame on this day
however
you have manifested a new gift that purges my soul from my personal hell
an awareness to my inevitable oblivion
i shamefully bloom on your downfall; my vines threaten to entangle fear itself
i will crawl to walk to run to climb
the fog dissolves adjacent to my ladder
i understand why my old limbo was simply that—neglecting the consciousness of my life’s
purpose
thanks to you
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Moonless Night | Tifanny Ma | Scratchboard
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Tangled | Angelica Recalde | shirt collage, acrylic paint, chalk, thread
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TO MY ROOTS
TIAM FARAJZADEH
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T

he voice on the plane’s
intercom announced,

“Ladies and gentlemen, we’re
now entering Iranian airspace.”
Immediately a sea of women got
up and pulled out a myriad of
scarves. There were blues,
greens, reds, & yellows flying in
the air and the nimble fingers of
dozens of Iranian women
skillfully tying on their head
scarves and coats, a ritual they
have repeated hundreds of times.
I looked up at my own mother
folding the square scarf in half
to form the perfect triangle to
tie the ends together. Soon, her
blond hair was veiled by her
favorite green scarf littered
with gold specks.
“Are you excited to see
mamana and babaee?” she
whispered, wrapping her
covered arms around my
brother and me as she placed a
kiss on each of our heads.
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I quietly nodded and held
onto my mom’s hand until my
knuckles turned white. Seated
by the window, I glanced out
to see the shimmering lights of
Tehran beneath us. Home, I
thought.
As we entered the apartment,
my grandmother muttered, “I
hope the rice isn’t burned.”
She grabbed a tray and placed
it over the pot, flipping it over
and creating a perfect dome of
rice. She sighed in relief.
I watched as my grandmother
grabbed the ground saffron and
put it in a bowl pouring hot
water over it. What resulted
was liquid gold used to enhance
the flavors of the basmati rice.
The chicken, painted a bright
yellow from the saffron,
was grilled to perfection,
complementing the buttered
rice perfectly. My mouth was
watering as I stared at the dish,
an artifact of the complex
Persian culture.

After taking the first bite of the
jujeh kabob, I looked up at my
grandmother and asked,
“Mamana, can you teach me how
to make this?”
Her green eyes lit up as she
nodded her head. “Yes, I’ll teach
you tomorrow. We can
make dinner for everyone.”
Tomorrow came and I stood
in the small kitchen beside
my grandmother and mother.
Each of us washed the pieces of
chicken meat and placed them in
a bowl filled with onions and
saffron and limes.
In the background, the songs
of Ebi, a popular Persian singer,
played as my mother and
grandmother sang along, belting
the lyrics at the top of their lungs.
I laughed, trying to sing along
too, but failing as I didn’t know
the words as well as they did. But
I didn’t mind.
My grandmother effortlessly
moved around, picking up the
metal skewers necessary for
the dish before asking, “Do you

know of the Shahnameh?”
Embarrassed, I shook my head
and looked down at the chicken
that I poked through the
skewers. This elicited a laugh
from both my mother and my
grandmother as they sat me
down and began to tell me all
about the “Book of Kings,” a
Persian literary masterpiece. I
was awestruck as the two women
told me epic after epic, spilling
the history of Iran and allowing
me to soak it all up. Our culture
pumped through the veins of the
two women before me, and now
it pumped through mine as they
continued to tell me the epics of
the Shahnameh.

F

or so long, I felt ashamed
of my heritage, but as I sat
with my grandmother and mom,
preparing a meal and listening
to stories and romantic Persian
songs, I was proud of my roots,
where I came from. I am part of
an empire. I am Persian.
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Rebirth| Nia Paz | Digital photography
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SENSELESS
BECHARA KARAM
I crushed white roses with mortar and pestle.
I dabbed the nectar across my forehead and let it drip down my face.
Lusting after natural pigment,
It sunk into every pore.
I tattooed color into my eyes.
I maimed sunsets and daydreams of their hues and let them manifest on
canvas.
Roaring with rainbows,
They invaded my set of dismal browns.
Still he sees me the same.
I wrote his name into every rhyme.
I thought couplets would win him over in time.
Still he hears me the same Silence.
I burned enough incense to bless the corners of hell,
Praying that God will hear my pleas.
I cut his name into lightbulbs,
So that even in absence -

He lights up my life.
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LIKE MOTHER,
LIKE DAUGHTER
NICOLE MARINO
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Explore | Laura Gonzalez | Marker and Pen
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LIKE MOTHER,

B
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y the end of May in second grade, I had perfected
the arepa. While I experimented with water-to-flour ratios,
my mother tucked herself away, sequestered under layers
of pale cotton linen, rendered inert by what she called
“mami’s recuperation time,” a phrase containing far too many
syllables for eight-year-old comprehension.
“Let’s play.” I futilely insisted, hoping to lure her out
of the wide-eyed-slumber that held her hostage.
She was a hollow shell, harboring contradictions
underneath her tongue, savoring the bittersweet taste of
motherhood. It would take me, her creation, nearly two
decades to learn to love her. To love the barefoot vagabond
who tried on nationalities and religious affiliations like the
shoes she hoarded, never to be worn, perpetually shifting
identities.
“No, Mami wants to sleep,” she retorted.
In my youthful eagerness to mend, I rushed to
the pear green kitchen- hastily plastered with images and
souvenirs of my mother’s past life– in search of a remedy. I
gathered mismatched cutlery, two wandering Seroquel pills,
and an assortment of tamarind candies. Tiptoeing into her
room, I paused at the door’s threshold, careful not to startle
her. I crawled into the sunken bed and cradled her, waiting
for her to return the embrace.
As I reached for the tart candies, I pulled away and
asked, “Can you sing me a song?”
I allowed silence to pervade the compact room as
she scraped her thoughts for remnants of the song that
pirouetted across her mind. I shut my eyes as she pieced
together the Venezuelan lullaby.
“Niña linda ante ti me rindo...” she began, her
voice thick like cane syrup. I relished its honeyed richness,
memorizing the curves of the melodies that would cease to
exist in moments.

Unintentionally interjecting, I asked, “Pero, Mami,
why do you change the words? This song is for boys.”

I considered her words, struck by their
conspicuousness. This was our mother-daughter transaction;
I gave her the love she couldn’t give herself, and she gave me
the fragments of wisdom she could mutter. I often shrugged
off her thoughts mistaking them for shards of neurosis.
Noticing the pained contemplation that drifted onto my face,
my mother sat up. Her salmon “Life is Good” shirt clinging
to her shoulders. She looked down on me, but I fidgeted
away, fearing that I might catch more than a reflection of
myself and fall into her gaze. Before she could utter a sound, I
parachuted off her bed and onto the sullied tiles.
Years would drift by and the babbles of the privations
that ached her branched into discourses of the girls she
wished she could save, the poor women in her village who
had succumbed to “el machismo predador”, the Chinese
women with bound feet and the stories of sexual harassment
buried by history. She spoke of the immigrant women, who
like her, traded their pride for opportunity, and I would
continue accepting her utterances as wisps of lunacy.
It would take the eleventh grade to tumble onto
my open fists to internalize the breadth of her lessons. It
was then my mother began studying the Kabbalah, finding
comfort through its scriptures. She insisted on teaching
me the 12th name of God, Unconditional Love. With each
syllable, I felt my mother’s lingering presence seeping
through my blood and into my thoughts and actions.
Through her I learned that compassion and empathy
overcome the streaks of fear and bitterness that sometimes
cloud our vision. My mother remains sequestered in a world
of her making, but she gifted me the vision to see the world
for what it is and what it could be.

LIKE DAUGHTER

She turned to me, sunken eyes encircled by tear stains,
“And what do you think? That girls don’t need a song too?”
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VOICE
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(the car pulled into the driveway)
grumbling and moaning and complaining
matching your breathy expletives
as you push a pillow over your head
seeking shelter from the world around
you—
a voice that sounded like a fireplace
stocked with sodden wood,
like the limitless sky
being punished by an overcast night,
like the hyacinths bursting into color
as quickly as their buds fall to the floor.
(the car door slammed shut)
i pity the fool—
welcomes the tsunamis rising in your voice,
witnesses the earth crumbling under your letters,
watches the lava pouring out from every syllable
—who does not know when to sound the alarm.
(the car pulled out of the driveway)
screeching and screaming and demanding
expectation meets disappointment—
whispers of what could have been,
rumors of what should have been,
murmurs of what would never be.

Coping Mechanism| Franco Magalhaes | Marker
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Piense en Rosa | Samantha Gonzalez | Acrylic Paint and Sharpie

Hermanos | Samantha Gonzalez | Acrylic Paint and Sharpie
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ABOUT A DIARY FOR SALE
DANIELA HERNANDEZ- GIL
She needed to write this yesterday.
Wide loops, curved lettering, incorrect spelling.
All fluttering, all dreaming.
Her world was interrupted, by fishing nets, by
the rumbling of the propeller, the men on rafts.
Her name was probably Marie or Rebecca,
names so sticky and sappy, a song whose
melody stays ingrained but the lyrics dissipate
into darkness, just a memory. She is just but a
tune, her identity means nothing now; she just
has to find a pen.
She fell asleep, lulled by the pastel dresses with
yellow seams, the patent leather shoes that
click-clacked in quiet hospital rooms, a suede
wallet with a warranty and a scratched photo
of some girl somewhere her father used to love.
She didn’t care, it was all too much yet not
enough.
A pen.
The boat must be captured, yes, streaming
across the Amazon. Its white husk made
currents; she guessed because waves crashed
into the trees yards away. The men must be
remembered, naked, sun kissed, tied down by
necklaces made of ears.
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Her curls bobbed, eyes tightened.
Dried and withered, tied by the vines of lianas,
human flesh bearing human flesh. The men
prayed in a circle, unaware of the years lost to
piety in a world run by temptation.
Ears.
Dry and waxy.
Bloodied at their base.
Peace was no longer an option, she felt awake.
Jolted.
Men with almost fifty ears, of all sizes, some
tanner than others, how did they get them and
where am I going?
The last word was scribbled, unintelligible.
She wondered how they can live this way,
violent and lost; the ship passed and she
touched her earring. Hers were still attached.
And now her anecdote ends, a story told
to family and friends to intrude on a placid
conversation, an interruption of monotony.
She did not know their faces, their traditions,
but now they are trivialized in this notebook,
sold at this very antique shop.
They have outlived her.
Underneath the $5.99 price, lies her name.
A woman enchanted by a world of ears.

Intrusive Thoughts | Laura Gonzalez | Color Pencil
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LOOMING PERIL
An Interview with Sandy Skelaney
NICOLE MARINO

Photo Courtesy of Miami Girls Foundation
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As the fourth wave of feminism pervades, it illuminates streaks of patriarchal
oppression that continue to loom over quotidian life. Despite efforts of prominent feminists
and academics, female sexuality remains largely stigmatized and unexplored in academia and
popular culture. Sandy Skelaney, the program director at the Initiative for Gender Violence
Prevention at Florida International University, educates and provides assistance to survivors of
sex trafficking. Her TED talk, “A novel solution to sex trafficking”, has accumulated over 10,000
views informing a global audience about the pervasiveness of sex trafficking.
Sex trafficking is often portrayed as a distant threat, yet the numbers of victims in the
United States has steadily increased in the past decade allowing human right violations
to occur with impunity. Miami-Dade County has one of the highest rates of sex trafficking in
the nation. Vulnerable children as young as 13 are lured by manipulative traffickers who exploit
them sexually for financial gain. Local organizations in collaboration with national non-profits
are lobbying legislators to enact policies that protect survivors and prevent the proliferation of
sex trafficking, but the most impactful change has to commence at the individual level with
local citizens leading the movement.
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While I was researching I often used prostitution
and sex trafficking interchangeably. Is there a
difference between these two words?

who will then not pay them, which is essentially
rape, engaging in that behavior specifically so they
cannot pay for it because they feel entitled to her.
That’s a manipulation of power, a demonstration of
dominance. It has very little to with sex, it’s taking
control over another.

Yeah, there is a difference. Prostitution is one form
of sex work. There are many different forms [of
sex work] there’s stripping, pornography, and webcam
images among others. Prostitution is when you sell
actual sex, sexual intercourse, and when you’re
referring to prostitution you are referring to something
After the #MeToo movement and the Weinstein
that’s done consensually even though it’s not
scandal, we find that these issues often pertain to
technically legal in most states in the United States.
the abuse of power. How is power a factor in
Sex trafficking happens to adults or to kids when
these instances of victimization?
they are not there by choice. Choice itself is very
fluid: it's not always very clear. People, for example,
After all these kinds of victimization, the gender
choose to dance at a strip club and may be recruited,
maybe violently, into prostitution by some "pimps"
can be flipped, where women can
in the club. That’s when it’s no
sexually harass men, women can
“ That’s a manipulation
longer a choice; it’s forced. Some
be the buyers of boys that are being
get lured into a life in the sex
of power, a demonstration forced to work in prostitution, but
industry, doing anything from
of dominance. It has little that’s not very common. The typical
prostitution to striping. Maybe they
to do with sex; it’s taking scenario involves men victimizing
thought they were engaging in a
women because of the way our
control over another. ”
relationship with a new boyfriend,
society has set up gender roles
and he turns out to be a pimp or a
trafficker and just wants to make money off her; he
and gender norms. We have women who are more
manipulates her physically and psychologically into
vulnerable than men. We [women] are typically
prostitution.
physically smaller; we are more disempowered in
the workforce; we are more dependent on men just
It seemed to me that sex trafficking and
for daily survival or even to attain certain status
prostitution was an extension of rape culture,
in the workplace. We are really brought up and
essentially blaming women for their sexuality.
trained to learn how to be accommodating, to play
Would you agree?
the game right so that we can get somewhere. We
don’t rock too many boats because we’re going to be the
Yes, especially when you’re referring to women
first one knocked into the water. We are going to
being sexually trafficked. There are also boys and
the first ones dismissed; we are going to be the
transgender individuals who are trafficked, but
ones trivialized; we’re going to be the first ones
when you’re referring to women the whole industry
overlooked for promotions and for raises. When you
itself is created out of rape culture. It’s this idea that
look across the board, all of these things can happen
men have a sexual entitlement to female bodies,
to anybody; however, the most vulnerable are
whenever they want and even free a lot of the time.
women and marginalized communities. You’re going
You even see cases with adult women who are
to find that these marginalized communities have a
working consensually sometimes run into clients
higher degree of vulnerability; so, they’re going to
experience the worst of sexual harassment, the worst
of rape and they’re also going to experience the
worst of sex trafficking.
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It was galvanizing to learn that in the United States,
Making connections between sex trafficking and our
especially Miami, that sex trafficking is a pervasive issue. lives really shows how it effects everyone whether
Do most people see this through a filter of privilege?
directly or indirectly. It’s something that seems
too distant to care about, but when you put it into
perspective and evaluate patriarchal norms this
just seems like another symptom of a toxic culture.
What I find very interesting, especially when you’re
growing up with privilege, is that we tend to see the
As a professional what do you see as a common
world from our own bubble of experience. We project
vulnerability in these cases?
onto other people what our own experiences have
been. When we haven’t grown up in that environment,
our natural assumption and projection is that most
people have lived an experience like ours, one of
privilege.
I think as professionals we sometimes have
presentations that are geared towards other
So, it’s shocking when you hear of some of the horrors
other people lived through, and it’s also shocking to
professionals., but there are some key points missed,
hear of the cruelty that others can bestow upon other
especially when it comes to youth. How do you
people. Humans can be very cruel sometimes.
connect that closer to home? You may grow up in
privilege, but there’s one commonality among all
forms of trafficking, whether its domestic trafficking
or international trafficking, male victims, female
victims, children, labor trafficking or sex trafficking.
Need help? United States:
The common factor is vulnerability. Lack of money,
1 (888) 373-7888
National Human Trafficking Resource
living in a dysfunctional home that is abusive - those
Center
are both vulnerabilities. Individuals who were sexually
abused as children are four times more likely to be
exploited in prostitution than their peers who were
not sexually abused; so, if you have a history of sexual
abuse that makes you very vulnerable, that’s about
one in four girls. Even if you’re at school with girls
growing up in privilege, a history of sexual abuse
makes them much more vulnerable. It affects the way
they view and respond to trauma and to themselves.
And just for the record, in the United States we don’t
actually have to show there’s movement from one
place to another for a transgression to be considered
trafficking. We just have to show that exploitation is
taking place in these fields through coercion.
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A COLLECTION OF

WOMEN
WOMEN
WOMEN
WOMEN
WOMEN
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The basement was covered in dust,
cobwebs, and boxes full of
half-forgotten memories.
It smelled faintly of wet cardboard
and the air was thick.
I could have taken the humidity,
placed it on my tongue,
and swallowed it whole.
In the center of this room stood
one long, black tube.
One piece of neglected treasure.
Inside it, a rolled up piece of paper
where a woman lays on its flat surface.
Crafted from watercolors.
Molded by time and patience.
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This was familiar.
It bore the mark of a gentle hand.
If I closed my eyes I could see
how my mother must have looked
when she painted it
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A Collection of Women continued . . .

Mania| Veronica Webber | Acrylic, Graphite, and Ink
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Feet planted firmly on the floor,
holding their position for hours.
Pain forming in between her shoulder blades
from the arch of her back as she
hunches over the easel.
A slight crease in her brows.
How happy she must have been to have
sat for hours in silence
with the smell of paint
and a canvas.
My mother does not paint anymore.
She is too busy:
with children
with work
with a house.
And yet I yearn
to see her once again
in the spot she was years ago
with a brush in her hand.
(This, after all, was the thing she
loved first.)
I know there are more women
hidden in this basement,
tucked discreetly away behind
Christmas ornaments.
And if I showed her this collection
she would give a small, sad smile
shake her head
and say:
That was years ago.
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Kind of | Nia Paz | Digital Photography
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6:18
NICOLE MARINO
Good daughters dress in white
draped shoulders conceal
ripples
of
			

temptation
loose petals
wrapped around
raucous no’s cushioning
plunging

pearls
cascading from pale lips sewn shut
by the trembling breeze lingering after a virile tempest
grinding bones dust braided into tamed curls
stained by the milk of the fallen lamb
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BLOSSOM

AN INTERVIEW WITH NIA DIVINE PAZ
BY MICHELLE HUANG
Nia Divine Paz, a keenly talented artist in the International Baccalaureate program at Coral Reef Senior High
School, has a passion for capturing art from the heart. As a young photographer, she chooses to express her
brilliant personality unapologetically with bright splashes of color and bold figures. In our interview together,
she speaks freely about her inspirations in art, the nature of her photography, and how art has helped her
overcome her greatest fears.

Seeing Nia Paz’s photography is like
She also tells me about how she puts pieces
swallowing a burst of emotion communicated
of herself into her work, intertwining her own
through vibrant form and color. Her images capture
identity with the identities of her models in her
the beauty in the human figure
photography.
and grounds it in the elegance of
“When I do their makeup
nature. Ever since she received
and dress them up, I get to show
a simple Canon Powershot as a
the world who I see them as and
gift from her family in middle
add some of myself to their image.
school, she has been dedicated to
Nature is already beautiful; you
refining her craft.
can’t really add to its beauty, but
you can reflect your personality
“I took a photography
onto other people.”
class and realized that I was
interested in the technical stuff
Nevertheless, even though
of photography,” she comments,
Nia’s main artistic concentration
“after the class, I upgraded my
remains on human beings, that is
camera and started considering
not to say that she does not draw
pursuing photography for real.”
inspiration from other sources-namely, nature. Nia revels in the
Now, after her declaration
artistry of natural light and the vibrant colors of the
of dedication, Nia finds herself focusing on
outdoors, forging her pieces in bold natural tones
expressing her artistic vision through taking photos
of people. In our conversation, she passionately
that please the eye.
conveys how much she loves to let her creativity run
wild when working together with models.
"Color is a big deal to me, but I
“I like to take aspects of [the model’s]
personality and apply them to their face. Usually,
sometimes like to do pieces in
when you see a person you don’t see their true
monochrome to make an impact"
colors, just their outsides; so, I try to apply their
outsides to their inside.”
Self - Portrait | Nia Paz | Digital Photography
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Isolation| Nia Paz| Digital Photography

Forest Fairy| Nia Paz| Digital Photography

When asked about her other inspirations, she
states classic movies and black-and-white films as a
major influence on her vintage costume design and
dramatic makeup looks.
As our conversation deepened, she also
mentioned another more personal motivation for her
art: her social anxiety.
“ It’s really bad,” she confides, “so one of my
main motivations to do photography is to get rid of
that anxiety. When I’m behind the camera, it’s easier
for me to see the world and communicate with
others because I feel more in control.”
Because of her passion for her art, Nia has
broken out of her shell. She no longer shies away
from making connections with others; rather, she
has learned to seek it. She tells me about how
photography has helped her make close friends and
new relationships.
“During one of my shoots in a candy shop,
there were a lot of people around us watching us

pose in satin dresses and weird makeup. We were
getting all these strange looks, but we didn’t really
care, and that bonded us together.”
Nia’s metamorphosis through her creations
makes her a perfect role model for young artists. I
asked Nia if she had any advice for her younger self
or her peers pursuing art, and she said simply:

“ Go crazy man.”
She advises others to think out of the box
and reach out to people.
“People might look at you like you’re
wild, but you have to be really creative and find
confidence in your work.”
With her boundless creativity and endless
inspiration in her photography, Nia Paz’s art has
helped her blossom into the fearless artist she is
becoming today.
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An astronomy textbook lies heavily on my chest as I stare up at our galaxy
And the cold, dewy night air blankets my chilled arms.

Ever since I was young, the stars called to me.
As if my young eyes, innocent and doe-like, were drawn to their infinite splendor.
I had thought of the stars as little pockets of light
That were too brilliant for the space between Heaven and Earth to contain.

Science has taught me that my little dream was a fantasy.
That the beautiful lights that shone at night, a brilliant backdrop against the moon,
Were just concentrated gas explosions.

But even still as I look at the magnificent sight,
I wonder truly if the sky is but a map.
Pointing us to our paths.
Stringing us together.
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Like little glowing lines of thread that we can only ever see connect
And never form or tie into one existence.
Almost as if life’s biggest mysteries can be solved if we
Peered into the night and attempted to see our little map lost among the others.

What star is mine? I would think.
How does it end and change and start?
Is there a thread that is so seemingly interconnected with my own
That I’ll never be able to differentiate where mine ends and theirs begin?
In the stars, I attempted to find my story.
In the stars, I attempted to find others lost among the vast emptiness of space.

But when out of the dreamy haze of my thoughts,
I know that stars do not tell stories
And I know that a concentrated gas explosion
Cannot give me life’s answers.
But when I breathe in the crisp, pleasant air of the night
I find myself ignoring the facts of science
And accepting the dreams of a little girl.
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Wonderland | Nia Paz | Digital Photography
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